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An ex-con befriends a boy from a dysfunctional home. They become friends and grow closer despite many difficulties... Cast:
Kyle MacLachlan, Cillian Murphy, Anthony Hopkins, David Sims, Letitia Lawrence, Sara Crewe, Nayarra Dawson The
Hollywood Film Academy wants to give a gift to their favorite, the famous actress - the film "Legally Blonde". A girl spoiled by
a crazy life is delighted with such an award and exposes her unsurpassed beauty as a gift. And only one of the workers, Jonna,
did not quite understand what was really happening. The girl worked on this film and also wanted to please her pet. She
pretended in every possible way that she was not interested in such a gift, but in fact she liked it. Cast: Kristen Stewart, Tom
Cruise, Roberta Pattison, Josh Holloway, Aaron Paul, Robert Sheehan, Sienna Miller, Gary Daniels Directed by Paul Lang,
Everest, an original 1980 film, follows pioneer Maurice Wilson on a journey in search of a glacier. Many years later, the
protagonist of the film returns to the unexplored wilds of the Mountains of Nepal to find his missing friends - Everest and his
faithful assistant Jane. Now he travels to the top again to fulfill the terms of the contract with his friend Tulceu. (c) 2018
InGood All rights reserved. Full or partial copying of site materials without the consent of the editors is prohibited. Content on
this site may contain information not intended for persons under the age of 18 according to Russian law.
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